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The Complete Collection

Take you academic skills to the nest level!
Whether you are an academic novice, curious about science, psychology and academic
topics or you simply want to brush up your skills, these books will take your academic
skills to the next level.
Buy Now: Copy of Landing Page [1]

Yours for only $19.99 ($350 Value)
Available Formats: PDF, ePub, Mobi

35 Courses, 9 Subject Matters, 801 Articles
One Low Price

Courses Include:

Psychology
Biological Psychology (20 articles)
Child Development (10 articles)
Stress & Coping (25 articles)
Social Psychology Experiments (27 articles)
Motivation & Emotion (20 articles)
Memory & Learning (30 articles)
Personality (10 articles)
Anxiety Guide (30 articles)

Science
Experimental Research (21 articles)
Research Designs (25 articles)
Research Basics (12 articles)
Sampling Methods (22 articles)
Validity & Reliability (21 articles)
Survey Guide (29 articles)

History
Ancient Science History (40 articles)
Renaissance & Enlightenment Science History (19 articles)
Medical Research History (11 articles)
Collection of Nobel Prices in Medicine (24 articles)

Statistics
Statistics Beginners Guide (17 articles)
Statistical Tests (32 articles)
Distribution is Statistics (17 articles)

Statistical Conclusions (22 articles)

Behind Science
Reasoning & Logic (13 articles)
Ethics in Research (17 articles)
Philosophy of Science (13 articles)

Other
Physics Experiments (4 articles)
Biology Research (6 articles)
Zoology (30 articles)
Social Anthropology (30 articles)

Self-Help
How To Deal With Worries (30 articles)
Arachnophobia (30 articles)
Social Anxiety (31 articles)

Write a Paper
How to Write a Paper (43 articles)

For Kids
Science Projects For Kids (33 articles)

Who Should Get These Courses?

Parents
Looking to help your child do better in school? Perhaps you'd like to catch up on a subject
in order to help your child? The complete collection is great for parents looking to better
their child's future.

Students
When school materials get confusing, look to our complete collection to suplement your
learning with easy to understand topics. Each course will guide you to better understand
complex subjects.

Lifelong Learners
Not a student? You don't have to be. Anyone who is eager to learn new information can
benefit from the vast array of subjects covered by Explorable courses! Browse subjects of
preference on the go to expand your general knowledge.
Buy Explorable Complete Collection [2]
$350 $19.99 (Save 94%)

Any Device, Any Time
Whether you're in a library, on a train or on your lunch break, access all courses any time
from any device including: Desktops, Laptops, Smart Phones, Kindles and eReaders.
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PDF
MOBI

Explorable Makes Learning Fun!
What better way to improve your skills and knowledge than to do it from the comfort of
anywhere you happen to be? Unlike boring, dull explanations, the complete collection
consists of hundreds of easy to follow topics that are fun to explore at your convenience.
SAVE BIG today! Individual courses are priced at $19.99 each totalling $350. You get a
94% DISCOUNT when purchasing this bundle.
Buy Explorable Complete Collection [2]
$350 $19.99
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